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Abstract I introduce first the basic ideas of quantum field theory defined on non-commutative space-time.
Some phenomenological investigations at linear colliders are very briefly reviewed. Then, I give some details on
detecting non-commutative signals by pair production of neutral Higgs bosons in e+ e− collisions, and discuss
how to use Lorentz symmetry violation to isolate signals from standard model backgrounds. Finally§very
recent developments on realistic model building are also briefly mentioned.
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Noncommutative (NC) spacetime was first sug-

where θµν is a real antisymmetric constant matrix

gested by Heisenberg as a possible means to regu-

that parameterizes the noncommutativity of space-

larize the ultraviolet divergences appearing in quan-

time, and has dimensions of length squared. The

tum field theory. Its first version was formulated by

physics scale that governs the NC effects is given by

[1]

Snyder in 1947 . But it had been largely forgotten

1

Λ ∼ θ− 2 where θ is a typical value of the matrix. A

afterwards due mainly to the successful program of

convenient way to formulate NCQFT is to replace the

renormalization in quantum field theory. The basic

ordinary point-wise product of field functions by the

idea is that when coordinates become noncommuta-

Moyal-Weyl ?-product:

tive, there arises a minimal length scale from the commutation relations of coordinates which could offer
a natural ultraviolet cutoff of momentum according
to the Heisenberg uncertainty relations. The inter-







i µν x y
(φ1 ? φ2 )(x) = exp
θ ∂µ ∂ν φ1 (x)φ2 (y)
.
2
y=x
(2)

est in NC spacetime and quantum field theory built

There are also other approaches based on the θ

on it has recently been revived mainly because of its

expanded Seiberg-Witten mapping , the twisted

[2]

connection to the string theory . Nevertheless, the

[3]

[4]

Poincare symmetry , etc.

noncommutative field theory (NCQFT) is interesting

Since the ?-product involves spacetime derivatives

in its own right. Due to noncommutativity, physics

to an infinite order, NCQFT thus obtained is highly

at extremely short distance becomes highly nonlocal

nonlocal and analytically nontrivial. This is the ori-

and NCQFT provides at least a model to it. Fur-

gin of all exotic properties. When time does not com-

thermore, it also offers a test-ground for violation of

mute with space, i.e., θ0i 6= 0, the conventional formu-

basic concepts that we feel familiar with, like Lorentz

lation of perturbation theory breaks the unitarity of S

symmetry, causality and unitarity, etc.

matrix . Possible cures to it have been suggested

[5]

but it is difficult to generalize to gauge theories. The

The canonical NC spacetime is defined by

appearance of ultraviolet-infrared mixing
[x , x ] = iθ ,
µ

ν

µν

[6]

(1)

[7]

makes the

standard renormalization program difficult to imple-
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ment if not possible at all. Furthermore, causality
[8]

861

Fig. 1, and f (θ, ϕ) is the distribution function. This

has also been found to be violated , and the micro-

type of distributions corresponds to analyzing data as

causality condition is modified from light cone to less

is usually done, namely by collecting data for a period

restrictive light wedge

[9]

so the analyticity properties

of Green functions are significantly altered

[10]

.

of time. The second type of distributions is over the
Earth’s rotation angle, which can be best presented

The appearance of ?-product highly constrains the

the product of them since SU (N ) is not close un-

by the day-night asymmetry:
Z ωb
Z ωb +π 
dω −
dω σ(ω)
ωa
ωa +π
,
ADN (ωa , ωb ) = Z ωb
Zωb +π 
dω +
dω σ(ω)

der starred gauge transformations. The allowed rep-

where ω measures the rotation. Then ADN (0, π) gives

resentations are fundamental, anti-fundamental, bi-

the integrated asymmetry over 24 hours. These dis-

fundamental and adjoint ones, and a matter field can-

tributions are shown in Figs. 2—4.

structure of interactions. A realistic model must involve gauge interactions which are however severely
restricted

[11—14]

. The gauge group must be U (N ) or

ωa

(4)

ωa +π

not be charged under more than two groups. We’ll
restrict ourselves in this talk to the simplest possible
case of U (1) gauge theory, i.e., NCQED. In this case,
the only allowed charges are +1, −1, 0

[15]

. But neutral

particles can interact with photons, and photons also
interact among themselves.
Because of restriction on allowed charges, the NCQED phenomenology has mainly been done for linear
colliders. The standard QED processes were studied
in Ref. [16], and the charged Higgs pair production
at photon colliders was discussed in Ref. [17]. Based

Fig. 1. σ0 as a function of the H mass, mH at
√
c.m. energy s = 0.5TeV (dotted), 1.0TeV
(solid) and 1.5TeV (dashed) for ΛNC = 1TeV.
The standard model (SM) result is about 0.1 ∼
[19]
0.2fb .

on the observation that a neutral particle can have
non-trivial interactions with photons, we calculated
in Ref. [18] the neutral Higgs pair production at a
linear collider e+ e− → HH, which we discuss below in
more detail.

The constant matrix θµν breaks Lorentz invariance by defining a preferred direction. There are two
important consequences from this. First, the result
by standard computation is not directly applicable to
a practical experiment because the collider beam rotates around the preferred direction as the Earth rotates. Second, ignoring this also causes unnecessary

π
Fig. 2. f (θ, ϕ) as a function of ϕ at θ =
for
4
three representative sets of parameters specifying the beam and preferred directions. The
long-dashed curve is the result upon further
averaging over θ. The SM result is independent of ϕ.

loss of information specific to NC signals. To utilize
the advantage of dependence on the Earth rotation,

For

√
s > 1TeV and ΛNC ≈ 1TeV, the NC signal

we consider two types of angular distributions. The

dominates over the SM background for an intermedi-

first one is over the local angles θ, ϕ upon averaging

ate Higgs mass. For ΛNC  s, however, the NC sig-

over the Earth rotation:


4π dσ
= f (θ, ϕ),
σ0 dΩ

nal drops fast: σ ∼ α2 sΛ−4
NC . Since the NCQED pro-

(3)

+
−
+
cess conserves helicity, σNC (e−
RH eLH ) = σNC (eLH eRH ) =
1 unpol
σ
. For comparison, the SM background is domi2 NC

where σ0 is the normalized cross section as shown in

+
nated by W± box which implies that σSM (e−
RH eLH ) 
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ference also appears in the ϕ distributions, and the
Lorentz violating feature is further strengthened by
the day-night asymmetry. To summarize, we see that
(1) there is a good signal over background ratio for
unpolarized beams, and excellent signal over background ratio can be reached with suitably polarized
π
for
Fig. 3. f (θ, ϕ) as a function of θ at ϕ =
4
three representative sets of parameters specifying the beam and preferred directions. The
long-dashed curve is the result upon further
averaging over ϕ. The SM result is roughly
[19]
proportional to sin2 θ .

beams; (2) the Earth’s rotation can be used as an advantage in discriminating NC signals from ordinary
new physics.
Finally we mention very briefly some recent developments concerning realistic model building on NC
spacetime. The Durham group realizes that it is possible to employ the UV/IR mixing to separate out the
excessive factors of U (1). The basic idea is that while
trace U (1) of U (N ) runs as SU (N ) in the ultraviolet, it runs oppositely in the infrared

[20]

. This means

that trace U (1) decouples in the infrared. Thus at
low energies explored in experiments, U (N ) resembles
SU (N ). This offers some kind of dynamical splitting
Fig. 4. Day-night asymmetry as a function of
time for two representative sets of orientation parameters. The integrated day-night
asymmetry is respectively ADN (0, π) = +0.133
(solid), −0.196 (dotted). There is no such
asymmetry in SM.

of U (N ) → SU (N )×U (1) while product of SU (N ) factors breaks down spontaneously by the Higgs mech-

anism. Very rich phenomenology is expected at both
linear and hadronic colliders in this approach

[21]

.

+
σSM (e−
LH eRH ). There is thus a very different polar-

I would like to thank H. Grosse and K. Sibold for

ization dependence between the two. The sharp dif-

collaboration over the years on which the talk is based.
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